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Liability Disclaimer – All material in this magazine represents the opinions of the authors and does not carry any endorsement by the   

Editor or the Committee, Ballarat Light Car Club has no official connection with any public or commercial organisation and it does not provide 

product recommendations. Names of commercial products mentioned in this magazine are registered names and trademarks of their      

owners. Copyright Notice – Material in this magazine may be copied by any other club without fee or written permission provided that the 

copyright rests with the Ballarat Light Car Club. The copies are not to be used for commercial advantage and the origins of the material and 

this permission to copy are acknowledged in the reprinted item. The Nissan Car Club-Australia is acknowledged as the source for the wording 

of this Disclaimer.  

MEMBERSHIP REPORT 
with Michele Bayley 
 

Welcome to New Members 

 Grant & Kelly Healy 
 Debbie & Harry Cane 
 Russell & Cazz Kennon 
 
Membership renewals are now overdue. This 
will be the last bulletin for non financial    
members  .  

Club Driving Instructors 

Arron Seccomb Keith McElroy 

Barney Haddon Leon Pegg 

Ben McKee Les Noonan 

Chris Hall  Mick Goossens  

Damian Faulkner Paul Gladman 

Damian Quirk Paul Hocking 

Darren Wythe Peter Elis  

David Stewart Reg Johnosn 

Garry Doyle Richard Gay 

Gary Harrowfield Rob Prosser  

Greg Pitt  Rod Hall  

Ian Brain Russell McKenzie  

John Bourke   Wayne Drew 

Non Committee Positions 
AX Series —  Ash Mabbitt 

      Phone  0402 362 006 

VCRS— Gavin Porterhouse 

       

MK Series  — Wanted  

2015-16 COMMITTEE POSITIONS 
Arron Secombe  - President/VRC 
     president@blcc.net.au 

   Mobile : 0425 857 824 

Sean Payne - Vice President / Editor / CPS 
 blcceditor@blcc.net.au  

   Mobile: 0459 185 518 

Michele Bayley—Treasurer/Membership  
 treasurer@blcc.net.au / members@blcc.net.au  

   Mobile:  0437959928 

Chris Stevens  - Secretary / Online Compliance 

 secretary@blcc.net.au  

   Mobile:  0400 099 361 

Dave Stewart - Club Plates Chair 
 clubplates@blcc.net.au 

   Mobile: 0419 539 083 

Garry Doyle  - 4x4 Co Coordinator 

 4x4@blcc.net.au 

   Mobile: 0459 461 759 

Les Noonan  - Media /Club Compliance/Key Holder 

        medialiason@blcc.net.au  

     Mobile : 0401 056 089 

Rod Hall  - Sport Sub Chair / Relocation 

 sportssubchair@blcc.net.au  
   Mobile: 0438  313 546 

Ash Mabbitt - House Chair / MS Complex /Prop 
 housechair@blcc.net.au 

   Mobile: 0402 362 006 

Barney Haddon - Junior Development / Hill Climb 

    Property Officer 

    Mobile: 0437 167 790 

Noel Peers  - Property Officer 

  

   Mobile: 0408 033 895 

Paul Hocking (Donk)  
  

   Mobile: 0439 576 405 
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2015 CALENDER EVENTS - Motorsport 

Date Event Venue 
Organising 

Club Series Director 

      

September      

6th Fathers Day/ Sunday Drive Winery BLCC  Ross Barnett  

12th Tunbridge Novice Trial Mt Cole & Avoca BLCC  
Ash Mabbitt/ Garry 
Doyle / Sean Payne 

19th Spring 200   CTC3  

27th  Khanacros Rnd 4 Mk Rnd 4 BLCC M/S Complex BLCC KX & MK Rnd 4 Mk– Rob Prosser 

October      

4th Sunday Drive TBA BLCC  Keith McElroy 

17th -18th COGS Carnival BLCC M/S Complex BLCC  TBA 

24th Blue Rock Stages  PAC CT 4  

25th Fuel Economy Run Around Ballarat   Keith McElroy 

31st  MK Rd3 BLCC M/S Complex BLCC MK Rnd 3 Paul Gladman 

  AX Rnd 4 BLCC M/S Complex BLCC AX Rnd4 CDC 8 Geoff McCarthy 

November      

1st Sunday Drive Daylesford BLCC  TBA 

15th Begonia Rally VRC  BLCC  Arron Secombe 

December      

6th 
Geordie Fawcett Memorial 

AX & Show and Shine 
BLCC M/S Complex BLCC  TBA 
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Have you paid your 2015 -2016 membership fees? 

Those members who have not currently paid their 2015 – 2016 

Membership Dues cannot drive their Club Permitted vehicles on a 

Public Road until they have.   For these Members, Your vehicle is 

Unregistered and severe penalties apply.    Any irresponsible use of 

your vehicle during this time has repercussions for the club and 

every other Club Permitted member and vehicle. 

Regards, Dave STEWART. 

Begonia Rally 

We are on the hunt for officials for our flagship event 

this year. Come give us a  hand to run this great event 

and cement your spot in next years ARC begonia rally. 

WE NEED YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Club Permit Vehicle Honour Board Don’t forget to bring in a pic-

ture of your club permit vehicle. Please get some photos together 

for keith . 

Club Permit Scheme Activities. 

 October 4th, 2015, meet 9-30 a.m. (location TBA),        

Economy run to Surprise Place, Via Tricky bits Road, and 

return back via Any bodies Guess Lane. (Contact Keith 

Meclroy). 

 November 1st, 2015, 9-30 a.m., meet BLCC rooms,        

Backwoods Drive to Daylesford.   Market, Rail Station, pos-

sibly a trip out along the steel, Coffee, more car buff bull 

and more coffee.   (Contact Mr Yet To advised). 

 December 6th, 2015, Jordy FAWCETT Show and Shine.   

(Contact Chris HALL). 

Dust off the pride and joy, roll her out into the sunshine and 

come along for an enjoyable social outing. 

Club Permit Renewals and admissions:-     

Your club signatory is a fellow club member and volunteer.   

He doesn’t get paid to sign your vehicle renewal or new    

application.   He is putting his reputation on the line by virtue 

of his signature, for you.   He lives 48 kilometres from        

Ballarat, Runs his own business, works an average 12 hours a 

day, and has commitments just like everyone else.  Please do 

not expect him to be available at a minutes notice to sign 

your renewals or check your new admissions to the scheme.   

As the vehicle’s owner, it is your responsibility to make it 

happen and not the other way around.   Read the rules and 

Regulations and update yourself on the Club Permit Scheme 

Requirements, Plan in advance, Book in advance, Network in 

advance and the signatory will do his best to work with you 

so that you can enjoy your pride and joy.  His e-mail address 

is  david@transportablehomesvic.com.au .  

NEWS IN BRIEF 

Website info 

http://

 

Memberships—attached to the bulletin is the members re-
newal form, if you have not returned it to Michele Bayley 
please complete and return at your earliest convenience 

THIS MONTHS CLUB NIGHT 4X4 NIGHT 
DRIVE 

COME ON HAVE A GO. COME WITH US ON 
A NIGHT DRIVE LED BY OUR FAMOUS GAR-
RY (THE BOG HOLE) DOYLE. Join us on a 
nights drive through the forest no BYO four 
wheel drive required. Ride with one of our 
4x4 members and see what they do. We 
would love to see some of our completion 
members and H plate members come and 
have fun with us. Our 4x4 members have 
done a lot of officials duties this year so 
come and take some time to see their 
world as they have seen yours.  

MOTOKHANA 4 and KHANACROSS 4 

Are on this Sunday the 25th of September 

So bring helmets and lets kick it and rip it. 

Sup regs are on the web site. 

 

mailto:david@transportablehomesvic.com.au
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 PRESIDENTS REPORT 

Well what a full on month September has been, and I 

think it’s only going to get busier from here on in. 

How great was last month’s club night with Noel Peers 

pie night for the phone book flingers, followed up by 

the Quiz night, a big thank you to the quiz team Rod 

Hall, Kylie Campbell, Keith McElroy, Paul Gladman and 

Dave Jowett. There was a great variety of questions 

with something in it for everyone. And yes Keith had 

us stumped with most of his questions as per usual. 

The team kept it family friendly by having it all 

wrapped up by 9.30. Making it a reasonable night with 

young families. 

Khanacrosses are becoming a favour amongst mem-

bers , seeing increasing numbers in entries, I hear that 

round three was a great event with a bit of everything 

for all competitors , these events are great for learning 

car control craft. And it’s showing with the junior clas-

ses as they are moving up in the results at these 

events and Autocrosses. 

Last weekend seen the running of the 2015 BLCC Daryl 

Tunbridge Novice Trial at Avoca and Mount Cole. With 

24 entries and 23 starters numbers were up on last 

year’s event. The event ran like clockwork with all 23 

making it home.  

 
I would like to thank the directing crew for their massive com-

mitment for the event over many months. And also to the offi-

cials that battled chilling cold weather to make sure the crews 

and public were safe.   

The only frustration with the event is our club didn’t really sup-

port it, we had 4 entries, a few officials (some didn’t show). I 

understand that we all have commitments and there are other 

things on the same weekend. But I am pretty sure that not eve-

ryone was at Sandown or Rally Australia. When I first joined the 

committee, members stated that we don’t run rallies any long-

er. Well we have and the support is lacking, we have the Be-

gonia in under 8 weeks and are going to require 60-70 manned 

road closures. The hard part is that this time of year there is so 

many things on, and we need to continue to run these events, 

because if we wanted for a free weekend then we would run 1 

to 2 events a year. 

This month’s club meeting will be a forest drive lead by Garry 
Doyle in the 4 wheel drives. It’s a great way to experience 4 
wheel driving if you don’t have one, as there will be plenty of 
seats spare in other member’s vehicles. Doors will open at 7.00 
pm with the drive kicking of around 7:30. 
 

See You at the Club 

Arron Harry Secombe 

BLCC President 

2012-2016 
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FOUR WHEEL DRIVE NEWS 

    SIMPSON DESERT TRIP 

PART 1   - by Garry Doyle                                                                  

Eighteen months in the plan-
ning, three weeks in the execu-
tion and years of memories 
going forward.  That’s a quick 
summary of what a Simpson 
Desert trip takes to undertake.  
It doesn’t do justice though to 
one of the most iconic trips you 
can undertake in Australia.  The 
Simpson Desert is still largely 

untouched (if you keep clear of the French Line) and the days 
and nights travelling the desert take you to the ends of the Earth 
and back.  It’s an experience I’ve had twice before and it certain-
ly won’t be the last time I travel into this remote area of our 
great country. 

 

I mentioned this trip to a number of people as far back as the 
beginning of 2014 when it was simply an idea.  We have a sec-
ond cousin over from England staying and we were talking about 
our last trip to the Simpson and he said if it was on again, he’d 
be there – just tell him the date.  So I started putting out the 
feelers and before long we had over 10 families interested.  The 
final numbers reached 14 cars which meant two convoys so the 
planning had to be thorough.  We planned the route which was 
to take in the Flinders Ranges as well as the Simpson and would 
take three weeks in July 2015.  We needed to get things orga-
nized and cars needed to be prepared.  It mightn’t sound much, 
but as this would be the first time the others crossed the desert, 
there was much to do.  Long range fuel tanks, changed suspen-
sion, bull bars and interior drawers and fridges.  All needed time 
to buy and install.  Several of us had major vehicle issues earlier 
in the year so it was touch and go.  I had a flywheel fail (dual 
mass flywheel on a Nissan Patrol) but once identified, was a 
quick and effective fix.  Another vehicle had an engine failure 
caused by damage on an earlier trip.  Fortunately the insurance 
covered the repair and a newer engine was fitted to the Rodeo.  
So with only weeks left before the trip, the numbers dropped to 
eight vehicles and only minor works to finish. 

 

We’d had several meetings in the lead up and I produced books 
with planning hints and expected everyone to have a pre-trip 
check conducted by an experienced workshop.  We had vehicle 
decals and maps and all sorts of advice packed and ready.  
Meals, fuel, clothes and spare parts.  The cars were fully loaded 
and the participants were equally excited.  This was going to be a 
great trip with great company. 

 

Ironically we left on July 4th – Independence Day.  Two vehicles 
had camper trailers and the rest had roof top tents or swags.  
Day 1 saw us leave Ballarat early and it was pleasing to be able 
to leave the cold and fog.  We would catch some on the way,  

at Ouyen, afternoon tea at Pinaroo and we were in South 
Australia.  The first night was at Martin’s Bend camping 
area at Berri, right on the Murvisited the supermarket to 
get the fresh vegetables and fruit we couldn’t take into 
the fruit fly exclusion zone.  Berri is a great place but when 
you’re in a crowed , popular campsite, there’s no fire 
wood so we struggled.  That is until the two four year olds 
with us collected small twigs and leaves and insisted we 
light them.  Well that fire lasted for a couple of hours and 
successfully had everyone gather around, just like a good 

fire can. 

Day 2 and we travelled via Peterborough where we had 
lunch by the information centre and onto Hawker for a 
coffee and toilet break.  It’s like an oasis the reset area in 
Hawker.  It’s clean, there’s a playground for the kids and 
right opposite is a coffee shop.  It’s a great place to stop 
for a meal of just a coffee.  The trip from there was short 
up to Rawnsley Park where we would set up camp for two 
nights.  On checking in I noticed that firewood was for sale 
by the bag.  Good quality redgum.  Everone bought a bag 
so we ended up with 8 bags of wood.  One of those bags 
travelled all the way with us and ended up in part coming 
all the way back home.  Great economy!  We rationed the 
wood though as we weren’t sure what the rest of the trip 
would hold and we wanted to have a warm fire each 
night.  Rawnsley park is close to Wilpena Pound but the 
camping is just like free camping but with amenities. 

Day 3 saw a short round trip through the southern Find-
ers Ranges.  We bought park passes and travelled through 
the centre of the ranges to Parachilna Gorge where we 
stopped and had lunch.  After only two days a tradition 
had begun.  Our grandson, Evan had brought with him his 
footy, so at every stop, out came the footy and even Joe 
the Pom was playing before too long.  Along the Geologi-
cal Trail where the signs indicate the age of the rock and 
the Flinders feels old, and it should, it’s over 600 million 
years old.  This track even had a water crossing where we 
all had to wash the cars and some got photos taken.  Back 
to the bitumen  and into Wilpena Pound for a refuel and a 
coffee.  Some of us even bought souvenirs.  We did stop 
at some of the lookouts along the track and the best views 
were had from the camping area.  When the sun sets, it 
shines on the rock walls around the Pound and the colours 
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visit with it’s history and the 
old building ruins.  It’s worth a 
trip from home and can easily 
be achieved in a week and that 
includes the Gammon Ranges 
to the north as well. 

 

Day 4 and we headed off along 
the Mooralanna Scenic Route 
along the gorge and to the bi-
tumen where we turned north 
and for 40 kilometres or so, the 
road didn’t meander.  Past 
Parachilna and turn right to-
ward Brachina Gorge.  The 
gorges of the Flinders are mag-
nificent and you can spend a lot of time exploring, especially on 
foot.  We arrived in Blinman just in time for lunch and there was 
quite a crowd, so off to the North Blinman hotel for lunch.  A bit 
of a wait, but the food was great and the sun was shining so we 
were starting to warm up.  We were heading for Arkaroola and 
just out of Blinman the road again turned to dirt as it would be 
for a large part of the trip.  We had to spread out quite a bit 
along this section as the dust was thick and there was little 
breeze to move it away.  We arrived in Arkaroola mid afternoon 
so had plenty of time to find a great campsite by the creek which 
was to be home for three nights.  I was fortunate to catch up 
with Marg Sprigg who I first met in 2011 when we were planning 
the Nissan 50th Anniversary of the first vehicle crossing of the 
Simpson Desert.  It was great to catch up again and Marg and 
Doug have a great place in Arkaroola – it’s well worth staying a 
few days. 

 

Day 5 saw a trip out the back or Arkaroola and although the 
distance was relatively short for these areas, the travelling was 
slow due to the rocky nature of the tracks.  The first stop was 
Bolla Bollana Mine site and that was soon followed by the Wheal 
Turner Mine site.  This is where we had lunch and once again, 
the weather was sensational.  Copper deposits on the creek bed 
and a walk up the gorge to where the dam was located to hold 
back the water for the mine.  Many of these places are hidden so 
it pays to do some research or you’ll miss a lot.  We had kept the 
best to last though as the trip took us to the Yudnamutana Mine 

site.  This is spectacular and there are still many relics 
scattered all over the site.  It’s not marked on many maps 
so again, do the research.  The cemetery had one head-
stone that the boys too photos off.  It stated that a woman 
was Shot by Husband and that’s how she died.  On the way 
back to camp, we stopped to collect fire wood which was 
everywhere next to the track outside the Arkaroola nature 
reserve.  This would keep us going for a couple of nights. 

Day 6 and one of our group was having a birthday so we 
had to celebrate, but that would come later.  Today was the 
day for some genuine four wheel driving and plenty of low 
range.  We’d planned to do one of the back track tours out 
of Arkaroola.  This track takes in lots of steep terrain, plenty 
of rocky tracks and the best views of the Gammon Ranges.  

There’s a smaller Pound similar to Wilpena so you get a 
great sense of what the larger Pound must be like.  One hill 
was steep and only had space for two cars at the top, so we 
took it in turns to go top the top to take photos.  The tracks 
isn’t clearly mapped and  what was mapped looked short 
and straight forward.  It did take over four hours to do this 
loop of about thirty kilometres, but everyone had a ball 
getting some genuine off road experience in the Gammons. 
Some of the ladies stayed behind and when we got back, 
we had a birthday celebration.  They’d made a birthday 
cake and scones and jam and cream.   
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Along with a drink or two, we celebrated.  In fact I think we might 
have celebrated even if there wasn’t a birthday – we’d had such a 
great day, but tomorrow was another long drive so it was a rea-
sonably early start. 

Day 7 and we travelled back toward Lake Frome and past Frome 
Downs.  This track passed lots of nothing but was at the same 
time a great drive.  The track was damp in places so was a pleas-

ant drive without the dust.  We were heading for Yunta on the 
Barrier Highway where it would be lunch time.  Not only was the 
roadhouse a great place for a meal, but is had fuel that was 
amongst the cheapest we’d seen on the trip and as it turned out, 
would be the cheapest for the rest of the trip.  From Yunta we 
used the Barrier Highway to get to Broken Hill, where one of the 
littlies decided she’d work hard to see if she could fix it.  Broken 
Hill would be where we said goodbye to one of the group as they 
were travelling back home – it’s a bummer when you can only get 
a week off.  The rest of us dropped into a large shopping centre as 
we needed fresh food before heading for Silverton.  We got there 
in the dark and the drive was a little scary.  There were lots of 
animals on and just off the road including brumbies, goats and 
kangaroos.  Silverton isn’t large but has some great history.  We 
had to make sure tents were well pinned down though.  That was 
the weekend when the whole of South East Australia suffered that 
massive cold weather event.  It was snowing back home but we 
ended up with strong winds and rain.  The wood was still going 
well though and we had a few bags left but they sold it at Silver-
ton as well so we bought a few more bags – just in case. 

Part 2 of the Simpson Desert trip to follow in next months  

edition of the Bulletin…... 
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Class H saw Marc Salter in the Rwd corolla to himself.  

   

Class I – Is for specials not sure if that meant the drivers or 

cars, was taken out by the old fox as called by the timers Chris 

Hall with Rod Hall in the Gemini 2nd.  

   

 

 

 

 

 

Class J1 – 1st was Brayden Quirk in the had charging pulsar 

following by first time KX competitor Lauren Salter in the fwd 

corolla showing that she has a great future in driving & even 

knocking off her older brother on 2 tests.  

   

Class J2 – This class is hotly contested with 1st this round to 

Jake Gladman & a creditable 10thoutright, Josh Gay a close 

2nd  & 12th outright in the mighty mirage & 3rd Drew gladman 

in the laser.  

   

Class J3 – was won by Heath Salter bringing out the Rwd co-

rolla. After 5 tests and 2 attempts to each test gave drivers 

over 8km of racing.  A huge thank you to Noel Peers for scruti-

neering & then timing, Rob Prosser, timing who is always the 

first to put up his hand to assist, Michele Bayley for booking 

in, Rod Hall & Mick Goosens for scoring, Paul Duncalf for tim-

ing & old fart Chris Hall for scrutineering.  

   

Round 4 & the final round of the series is for Sunday 

27th Sept. It is tight for the series in the outright positions lead 

by Richard, Mick, Paul & Darren & will go down to the last 

round & dropping a round in the points.  

Several classes are close as well.  

   

Richard Gay  

Khanacross Series Round 3 

– The Call for RWDs.  

   

After Round 2 of the KX series where the outright podium 

was made up of  little FWDs in class A, with drivers Richard 

Gay, Mick Gossens & Darren Watkins filling the spots. The 

president, called for the rear wheel drive drivers to come out 

& give the FWDs a run for their money.  

   

They turned up in droves with a fantastic 12 RWDs turning up 

for round 3 to take the fight to the FWDs (noting that only 2 

rwd were at rd 2 being Sam Mennen in the Dato 180b SSS 

and Andrew Bayley in the corolla)  

   

The RWD brigade included sideways madman Darren Hether-

ington in a recently purchased (just for this event I am told) 

Corolla, finished in matt black with a whole in the bonnet for 

the air cleaner, which had the scrutineers looking.  Dan 

Kierce brought his brothers brown Datsun 1600 & flogged 

the hell out of it, Ross Stapleton, the Datsun king driving the 

modern Datsun 200SX Silva with big slides.  Reg Johnson left 

the Fwd at home & brought out his Datsun 200B which 

looked like a speedway car but Reg loves the rwd slides and 

then there was the old fella Chris Hall who brought out the 

Datsun 260Z rally car, to show the young ones how to be 

smooth.  

The 5 test were set up to suit the RWDs being long, fast & 

flowing with hats well spread out, a bit of rain on the Satur-

day night made it hard running early on but unfortunately for 

the Rwd drivers the results for the top 5 outright all Fwds 

being Mick Goosens, Darren Watkins, Damian Quirk, Richard 

Gay & Paul Gladman !  
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Round 4 of the BP Mid-

land / Pedder’s Winton 

Sprint Series    
   

Three BLCC Members Chris Hall, Sam Mennen & Richard Gay 

swapped their khanacross cars (260Z Rally car, Datsun 180B 

SS Rally car & Mitsubishis Mirage respectively) from the pre-

vious weekend’s Khanacross  to compete in Rd 4 of the Win-

ton Series in their circuit cars. Chris in the Blue Datsun 260Z 

& Sam & Richard in the Datsun 1600 spares prepared Green 

Datsun 1600. For a change the 60  drivers were greeted with 

fine weather.  

   

Results for the day & series are based on the fast-

est  standing lap & the fastest flying lap combined.  

   

In Class “B” over 2 litre road registered  

 

1st in class & 8th Outright– Richard Gay Datsun 1600 #21  

Best standing – 1.44.46  

Best flying – 1.41.54  

Total = 3.26.00  

   

2nd in class & 18th Outright – Sam Mennen Datsun 1600 #23  

 

 

 

Best standing – 1.47.86  

Best Flying – 1.43.22  

Total = 3.31.08  

 

3rd in Class & 23rd Outright – Chris Hall Datsun 260Z  

Best Standing – 1.49.93  

Best Flying – 1.45.37  

Total = 3.35.31  

   

Series update  

Chris currently leads class B with Richard in 2nd & Sam in 4th with 

one round to go on Sat 28thNovember.   

 

Daryl Tunbridge Novice Trial 

Was held on Saturday 12th September and was  a great success 

with all 23 cars safely completing the trial.  A more detailed  ac-

count of the action will follow next month, together with results. 
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Club Permit Scheme Activities. 

October 4th, 2015, meet 9-30 a.m. (location to be advised),        Economy run to Surprise Place, Via Tricky bits Road, and 

return back via Anybodies Guess Lane.   (Contact Keith Meclroy). 

November 1st, 2015, 9-30 a.m., meet BLCC rooms,       Backwoods Drive to Daylesford.   Market, Rail Station, possibly a 

trip out along the steel, Coffee, more car buff bull and more coffee.   (Contact Mr Yet Tobvised). 

December 6th, 2015, Jordy FAWCETT Show and Shine.   (Contact Chris HALL).    Dust off the pride and joy, roll her out 

into the sunshine and come along for an enjoyable social outing. 

 

Club Permit Renewals and admissions:-    Your club signatory is a fellow club member and volunteer.   

He doesn’t get paid to sign your vehicle renewal or new application.   He is putting his reputation on 

the line by virtue of his signature, for you.   He lives 48 kilometres from Ballarat, Runs his own busi-

ness, works an average 12 hours a day, and has commitments just like averyone else.     Please do not 

expect him to be available at a minutes notice to sign your renewals or check your new admissions to 

the scheme.   As the vehicle’s owner, it is your responsibility to make it happen and not the other way 

around.   Read the rules and Regulations and update yourself on the Club Permit Scheme Require-

ments.   Plan in advance.    Book in advance.    Network in advance and the signatory will do his best 

to work with you so that you can enjoy your pride and joy.     His e-mail address is  da-

vid@transportablehomesvic.com.au .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For Sale:-   1 X Run flat tyre on 12 spoke mag rim with single knock off style wheel nut 

(similar design to V8 Super Car), as shown above.   And to think that run flat technology 

is a new idea. 

 

mailto:david@transportablehomesvic.com.au
mailto:david@transportablehomesvic.com.au
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Are you an active club member???? 

        (A)How do I obtain Club Permit Vehicle Renewal? 

1. Be an active financial member. 

2. Your Vehicle must be in roadworthy condition.    (N O EXCEPTIONS). 

3. Attend the next available club meeting (and this means to actually attend the meeting, not just turn up, get the renewal 

and then leave). 

4. Bring your vehicle, current log book, renewal log book & paper work with you. 

5. Your vehicle will be photographed by the Club Permit Signatory for ongoing record accountability. 

6. Sign a Vic Roads declaration that that you will keep your vehicle compliant at all times. 

7. Your renewal forms will be signed off if everything checks out OK. 

8. Pay a Club Permit Renewal Fee of $5-00. 

9. Attend a Vic Roads Office and Pay the permit fee. 

(B) How do I get a vehicle onto the Club Vehicle Permit Scheme? 

1. Be an active financial member. 

2. Have Valid Proof of ownership of vehicle. 

3. Contact me in advance, david@transportablehomesvic.com.au so that I am in the loop with your objectives and time 

frame (and you with mine). 

4. Obtain a CURRENT Roadworthy Certificate, then notify me as soon as possbile there after so that we can organise every-

thing in plenty of time before it expires. 

5. If the vehicle has been modified, obtain a VASS engineers certificate and have modification plate applicable to those 

modifications affixed to the vehicles chassis  by the VASS Signatory.   If the vehicle was modified and previously regis-

tered with those modifications have proof of previous registration and engineers certificates applicable for that time. 

6. PRE-BOOK an appointment for an over the hoist inspection and varification of your vehicle.  

7. Present your vehicle and documentation for over the hoist inspection. 

8. Dated photographs will be taken of the vehicle for accountability record keeping. 

9. You will be required to sign a declaration as per Dot point 6. For renewals, (see above). 

10. Have the required Vic Roads Documentation signed off.  

11. Pay a $50-00 Club Permit Fee.   Dependant on the Location of the inspection, you may have to pay a secondary fee for 

the use of the hoist and premises.  

12. Attend Vic Roads and pay the appropriate charges. 

13. Notify the signatory of the actual date of Vic Roads attendance and Permit number issued. 

N/B:- Item 7. (Renewals) and item 9. (New applications) -  Although You are not legally bound to sign the Declaration, the Club 

Signatory is also not Legally bound to sign your application.   The declaration is a promise and undertaking to Vic Roads, the 

Club and most importantly, the Club Signatory (who is acting in good faith so that you can enjoy your pride and joy), stating 

that you understand your obligations with respect to the permit scheme, and that the vehicle you wish to enjoy on it, is indeed 

compliant with the requirements and will remain so. 

 ( C) General information:-   

1. ANY person appropriately licensed or permitted to drive a vehicle is permitted to sign a vehicle log book and drive a 

club permitted vehicle.     

2. A Club permitted vehicle may tow a trailer or caravan that would otherwise be permitted. 

3. A Club Permitted Vehicle must not be used in a Commercial Manner.   (Specific Offences Apply). 

mailto:david@transportablehomesvic.com.au
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4. Only one entry is required in the log book for each midnight to midnight 24 hour Calender Day regardless of how many 

driver’s drive the vehicle in that time frame.   It is an offence to place an entry or partial entry into a log book in readi-

ness for a cross over between one day and the next. 

5. All entries must be in permanent ink.    

6. All log books MUST be available for inspection by Vic Roads, The Police, the Club Signatory, Club Scrutineer and any 

member of the Committee of the Club upon request. 

7. Any club permitted vehicle altered outside manufacturers accepted modifications, since being accepted to the Club per-

mit scheme must be brought back to the Club Signatory for inspection and new photographs within 14 days of being 

modified.   Fees may apply.   

8. In the case of a VASS required alteration, the vehicle has to go back through the system as though it were never previ-

ously a club permitted vehicle. 

9. Vic Roads must be notified within 14 days of any failure of compliance with any of the rules. 

10. If compliance is not adhered to, Vic Roads may, at its discretion, call the vehicle and/or owner to audit and inspection 

and / or cancel the Vehicles Permit, the Car Clubs ongoing continuance on the Scheme, or all of the above.     

Be aware:- if that were to happen, Vic Roads will cancel every Vehicle Permit that is entered onto their data base via the Club 

which would result in over 150 vehicles belonging to members of this club suddenly not having a permit.    Then, the only way 

for members to enjoy those vehicles would be to join another club, obtain a roadworthy certificate and go through the whole 

process again, or alternatively, full Vic Roads Registration. 

        (C) Safe Condition and / or Servicable Condition means:-  Roadworthy Condition. 

The Road Safety (Vehicles) Regulations 2009.    It encompasses all registered vehicles, be it a car, bike, truck or trailer, and 

includes Club Permitted Vehicles.     “To ensure that when motor vehicles and trailers are used on highways they are safe for 

use and are used in a safe way”.   It does not differentiate between full registration or  permitted vehicles.     

Road Safety (Vehicles) Regulations 2009 – Regulation 153 (states):-   Club Permit is a Registration for the purposes of Section 

7(1) of the Act, “A club permit under this section is a REGISTRATION PERMIT”.   “Thoroughly safe and serviceable condition” 

means Roadworthy even though no actual roadworthy certificate may be required as such.  It is not negotiable.     It makes the 

Signatory and the Club, accountable.       If your vehicle would not pass a roadworthy, it is not an eligble vehicle for the 

Scheme. 

 

(E) Conduct required when using the Club Vehicle Permit Scheme.                                           Any person driving a Club Permitted 

vehicle, must always act and conduct themselves, in a manner that cannot and will not bring the Club Permit Scheme into dis-

repute and damage the Club Permit Schemes integrity .   All usage, access and continuation in the scheme must, not only be 

in a manner that upholds the schemes integrity, but must also be seen to be upholding the schemes integrity.     This is set out 

in both the Regulations and the deed of understanding with Vic Roads signed by the club.    

The objectives of the club permit scheme:-  have always been to allow Veteran, Vintage, Historic and Classics, together with 

Replicas of those vehicles, to be used in Club Format ways to enhance and encourage these types of vehicles to be maintained, 

used, loved and cared for, for all time whilst at the same time, legitimately  used and displayed for the public to also enjoy.   It 

has never been for people to access cheap registration on a daily driver type vehicle that has simply past a due by date age 

limit. 

Road Safety (Vehicles) Regulations 2009 – Regulation 154, Part (2)   If the Corporation (Vic Roads) considers that an approved 

club is no longer able to uphold the integrity of the club permit scheme, Vic Roads may revoke its approval to the Club.       

(This may also come about by the intervention of Victoria Police). 

Road Safety (Vehicles) Regulations 2009 – Regulation 155, Part (b)   Sets out the requirements of the Club and Signatory, as 

to the compliance of a vehicle on the Club Vehicle Permit Scheme and that the vehicle must, at all times, be maintained to the 

standards set.  (IE:- Roadworthy) 
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There are Exceptions, such as under full restoration, undergoing major repair but otherwise compliant at time of renewal 

and will remain compliant at time of completion of its restoration or repair.   It may be deemed by the signatory that an 

ongoing inspection will be required (as appropriate) when these exceptions to the rule matters are finalised to varify that it 

has indeed been kept compliant. 

Unlike a full registration where the mis-behaviour of individuals using those vehicles, does not risk, or impact directly or 

indirectly on the rgistration of vehicles belonging to others, the Club Permit Scheme is different.   Mis-behaviour of any 

club permit scheme user directly impacts on every other Club Permit Scheme member by bringing the scheme into disre-

pute and puts the entire scheme at risk of being withdrawn from all members. 

I cannot stress strongly enough:-    Please think long and hard about the consequences your actions 

have on the rest of the Club Vehicle Permit Schemes permitted vehicles and their owners.   It is not a 

right to have a vehicle on a Club Permit, it is a privilege that is given provided all the boxes are 

ticked and maintained.   Itcan be withdrawn at any time for many and varied reasons.   Don’t be the 

one that causes this club to lose that privilege.  - Dave Stewart 

There are still some members who obviously haven’t been to a 

meeting or club event or for that matter simply reading the bul-

letin in a long long time.   If they had they wouldn’t be ringing up 

wanting to know when I can visit them and sign there vehicles off.    

Some are even wanting to send me a photo and the renewal for 

me to sign and then simply send back.   Please understand this 

cannot happen.   Unless exceptional circumstances exist, you have 

to bring the car, your current log book, your renewal papers and 

new log book, to the club and have it checked over together with 

having dated photos taken and the documentation signed off.    

The next page is a copy of the agreement that has to be signed 

between Vic Roads and any club authorised to access the Vehicle 

Club Permit Scheme.   Please have a read so that you understand 

the basic requirements.   This agreement is a summary only of the 

requirements and is by no means complete or comprehensive on 

the regulations and stautory requirements regarding Club Per-

mitted Vehicles and their Owners Obligations.   It is an agreement 

based on an overview only. 

  

On a diferent note, I was lucky enough to display the 

Bird in the audatorium of the Sandown 500 at the week-

end amoungst some fairly impressive show cars.   I 

watched intently on the Thursday set up of the show as 

more than one very fastidious owner with bucket, rags 

and polish, lay under their vehicles for 5 or 6 hours at a 

time, polishing bits here and bits there.   I thought the 

Bird had a fairly good paint job on the outside, but these 

blokes had that and much, much, more in all sorts of 

places including the inner guards, springs, diffs, floor 

panns, wiring looms etc., etc..   I watched in disbelief as 

one fellow actually jacked his car up on its side to bal-

ance point and polish the alloy diff and gear box housing 

with a battery operated polisher and then finish it off 

with a tooth brush.     Thousands walked through the 

displays over the weekend with many a snap shot being 

taken.   Me?    Well the photo says it all.   

 

 

 

Until next time, Wash the Wheels, 

 Dave STEWART.                                                 

17th of September, 2015 
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 TECHNICAL BULLETIN  

Schedule D – Apparel, Helmet Clarification  

REFERENCE:  

http://www.cams.com.au/motor-sport/cams-manual/general-requirements  

RATIONALE:  

Define the style of helmet applicable for use in motor sport events held under CAMS permit.  

ACTION:  

Amend Schedule D to read as follow:  

4.3 Helmet Requirements and Advice  

(a) Style  

In addition to the helmets approved for use above, each helmet shall be one of the following de-

sign types; full face or open face. An open faced helmet is defined as a helmet that, as a mini-

mum, covers the hair line of the average person and includes covering the ears.  

Specifically excluded are helmets that do not cover, when viewed in side elevation, the area from 

the top of the ear to the bottom of the jaw, commonly referred to as a ‘skull cap’ style.  

(a)(b) Modifications  

Other than as provided in this regulation, and then only for the purpose of fitting anchorage points for the 

attachment of an approved head restraint device, no helmet may be modified from its specification as 

manufactured except in compliance with instructions approved by the manufacturer and one of the 

standards organisations listed above, which certified the model concerned.  

(b)(c) Frontal Head Restraints  

The fitment of tether posts for an approved head restraint device must be carried out strictly in accord-

ance with the restraint manufacturer’s fitting instructions and any guidelines published by the helmet 

manufacturer. Any holes drilled for the fitment of anchorage points must fall outside the impact test area 

defined by the relevant helmet standard.  

Without limiting the general prohibition of helmet modification outlined in 4.3(ab), it is nevertheless per-

missible to anchorage points for the attachment of approved head restraint devices to helmets comply-

ing with the following standards: Snell 2000 and 2005; SFI Spec 31.1, 31.2, 31.1A and 32.2A; BS 6658-

85 Type A and A/FR; and FIA 8860-2004.  

 

 © CAMS (Confederation of Australian Motor Sport Ltd)  
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(c)(d) Communications Systems  

The FIA has advised that communication systems in helmets must have been tested with that model of 

helmet for standard assessment. Any subsequent additions or modifications to facilitate communication 

or breathing devices may invalidate helmet certification.  

(d)(e) Decoration  

Decoration of helmets is potentially dangerous, and members are warned of the hazard of using paint 

on approved helmets. Paint, stickers and transfers, or surface treatments can react with helmet shell 

material and affect its protective capacity; therefore, where a manufacturer provides guidelines or re-

strictions on the painting or decoration of helmets, these must be followed, using only paint or surface 

treatment specified by them (eg, air drying acrylic, polyurethane enamel or others) and preferably a 

painter having their approval. This is particularly important for injection-moulded shells which are not 

usually suitable for painting.  

The shell being painted should be efficiently masked as paint penetrating the interior can affect the per-

formance of the helmet liner.  

Paints requiring heat curing should not be used and any process should not exceed the maximum tem-

perature of conditioning of the helmet in the standard to which it is approved.  

The manufacturer’s instructions should also be consulted for any considerations on the use of stickers 

and transfers.  

(e)(f) Accidents & Damage  

Competitors are cautioned against using a helmet which has been damaged or involved in accident. 

Helmets shall be deemed by the Event Officials to be in a suitable condition for motor sport use.  

End  
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EDITOR’S REPORT 
with Sean Payne 

Hey all well this is my first attempt at the bulletin so please bare with me as I 

learn and feel my way through. 

 Well the last month was a exciting month with the AGM, and what is now 

our annual elections for committee, there was a lot happening this month 

with the Tunbridge rally and several events at our track.  

Talking of the track Ash Mabbitt is having a working bee on the 2nd of Octo-

ber all welcome and will be a good catch up day, Also please keep the week-

end of the 15th of November open as we NEED officials for the revamped 

Begonia Rally please contact me if you can HELP.  

If you have anything to go in the bulletin or any ideas to make it better feel 

free to let me know.   

Sean Payne 

Member Small adverts of the Buy, swap & Sell type will        

continue to be Free 

Size  Annual Fee ($)  Month Fee ($) 

Full Page  220.00 22.00 

Half Page  143.00 14.30 

Third Page  119.00 11.90 

Quarter page  99.00 9.90 

Sixth Page  89.80 8.90 

Eighth page  79  7.90 

Notice to Bulletin Advertisers 

If you wish to place an advertisement, please consult the   

Treasurer, Nigel Stevens 0408 519 868  who will arrange an 

invoice and pass the request to the Editor, Sean Payne  for in-

clusion in the appropriate issues. 

Please see the table below for the Annual Fee for Advertising 

Website info 

http://blcc.net.au 
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